
Stunning textile-painting made of precious Tibetan highland wool by RÄKKI RUGS in Berlin.

Vivid colors that shine quietly. A sensitively chosen range of colors unites Rebekka Stange‘s designs for RÄKKI RUGS.

The new rug label RÄKKI RUGS from Berlin presents itself for the first time to a professional audience.
For the occasion of the International Furniture Fair „imm Cologne“, the young label is showing a moving 
collection of high-quality, hand-knotted rugs that combine sensitive design with traditional Nepalese 
craftsmanship.

Rebekka Stange is the designer and founder of RÄKKI RUGS .
„The costume dresses the body and creates a painting on stage. The rug dresses the room and creates a 
painting in the architecture“. This is how the young designer (*1984 in Wuppertal) describes her intention and 
positions herself with her rugs at the interaction between art, textile design and architecture.

After studying costume design at the University of the Arts in Berlin with Prof. Florence von Gerkan, 
she initially worked for international film and opera productions. Due to the intentsive examination of 
textiles in space and the fascination of being able to paint on textiles in a creative way, 
Rebekka Stange’s path led increasingly into the encounter between textiles and interior design.

By combining individual color schemes and carefully processed natural materials, Rebekka Stange 
creates unique and timeless rugs that already look like classics. 
The interaction of proportion, material and color compositions makes RÄKKI RUGS distinctive.
Geometric patterns and subtle tones produce textile-paintings and create calm, openness and stability.

„I love simplicity and clarity“, says Rebekka Stange.

Her rugs are companions that enhance the room and start a dialogue with it: 
“Central and sculptural, the rug is an invitation to the body and senses and changes our perception of 
architecture“, says Stange. 
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DESIGN FOR LIVING

https://raekki-rugs.com/en/collection/rahel-02
https://raekki-rugs.com/en/collection/hjordis-01
https://raekki-rugs.com/en/collection/tibet


RÄKKI RUGS only uses fine Tibetan highland wool, Nepalese nettle and Chinese silk. 
The combination of these different materials gives the rugs a special feel with an elegant sheen.
The natural fibres are carded and spun by hand, making the texture of each rug entirely unique and thus
emphasizes the natural vibrancy.

RÄKKI RUGS creations are produced in close cooperation with their manufacturer in Kathmandu, Nepal.
Sustainability and fair working conditions are guiding principles of the quality assessment of the rugs for the 
demanding label.

www.raekki-rugs.com

On the occasion of the „imm Cologne“, RÄKKI RUGS will be presenting itself from 02-07 June 2023 at 
TECTA showroom in the Design Post in Cologne-Deutz. Deutz-Mülheimer Str. 22a in 50679 Cologne 
(Fri 10am-6pm, Sat 10am-4pm, Sun 9am-10pn, Mo-Wed 9am-9pm)
The designer is present.

Inclusively RÄKKI RUGS will have a showcase window display at the art bookshop Walther König, 
Ehrenstrasse 4 in 50672 Cologne.
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info@raekki-rugs.com
www.raekki-rugs.com
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